Optically thin copper films with a random array of sub-optical wavelength apertures couple strongly with light in the wavelength range 600-800 nm due to excitation of surface plasmonic resonances. Herein we show that this trapped light can be used to excite electronic transitions in a nearby strongly absorbing organic semiconductor before the plasmonic excitations dissipate their energy as heat into the metal. This energy transfer process is demonstrated using model small molecule and polymer photovoltaic devices (based on chloro-aluminium phthalocyanine : C 60 and PCE-10 : PC 70 BM heterojunctions respectively) in conjunction with a nano-hole copper electrode formed by thermal annealing an optically thin Cu film supported on polyethylene terephthalate. The efficiency of this process is shown to be highest for wavelengths in the range 650-750 nm, which is part of the solar spectrum that is weakly absorbed by today's high performance organic photovoltaic devices, and so these findings demonstrate that this type of electrode could prove useful as a low cost light catching element in high performance organic photovoltaics.
Introduction
Organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices convert sunlight directly into electricity using thin films (70-200 nm) of strongly absorbing organic semiconductors as the photoactive material, and offer the possibility of very low cost fabrication onto flexible substrates, combined with short energy payback times.
1,2 The compatibility with light-weight, flexible substrates opens the door to applications in building integration 2 , transportation 3 and wearable/smart electronics 4-7 not accessible to conventional rigid flat plate photovoltaics. However, the low charge carrier mobility in organic semiconductors 4, 5 limits the thickness of the light harvesting layer to below that needed to absorb all useful photons from the incident solar spectrum, which in turn limits the power conversion efficiency (). 6, 7 Over the past 8 years several ways to circumvent this constraint have been proposed based on using of Au and Ag nanoparticles to increase the photon-to-electron conversion efficiency by increasing light absorption in the photoactive layer. 8 Noble metal nanoparticles couple strongly with visible light as a result of excitation of localised surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs), 9 which are collective oscillations of the conduction band electrons confined to the interface between the metal and the surrounding dielectric medium, that occur when the particle dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength of the incident light. 7 The very large absorption crosssection of noble metal nanoparticles 10 combined with the possibility of engineering the nanoparticle size and geometry to tune the LSPR frequency, offers the possibility for them to be used in OPVs to enhance light absorption across a broad range of wavelengths via two different mechanisms: (i) by efficient scattering of the incident light into the far-field, thereby increasing the path length through the photoactive layer 11 ; and/or (ii) by confining and concentrating the incident light as an intense near-field evanescent wave at the nanoparticle-dielectric interface (i.e. LSPR excitations), 7, 12 where the near-field enhancement decays exponentially into the surrounding dielectric over a range of several tens of nanometres. 12 The latter approach requires that the light harvesting organic semiconductor is as close to the nanoparticle as possible, although not so close that the competing process of exciton quenching becomes significant. 12, 13 In practice the optimal separation is of the order of 3-5 nm. 12, 13 Due to the very large absorption coefficient in organic semiconductors used to harvest light in OPVs it is possible that this trapped light can be harnessed directly to excite electron transitions from highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in the adjacent organic semiconductor, before the surface plasmonic excitations dissipate their energy as heat due to ohmic losses in the metal.
14 Unfortunately the dimensions of Au and Ag nanoparticles needed for efficient scattering and concentration of light is of the order of several tens of nanometres 11 and so integration into OPV device architectures over large areas presents a significant challenge for scale-up. 8 An alternative scalable approach that has received relatively little attention to date, but is well matched to OPV device architectures, is to trap the incident light 6 as surface plasmonic excitations at the surface of a noble metal electrode having a random array of sub-optical wavelength apertures. 7 Similar to metal nanoparticles, nano-holes in a noble metal film have a large absorption cross-section enabling strong coupling with plane wave incident light, 15 whilst having the advantage of being confined to the plane of the electrode. Consequently, unlike metal nanoparticles, nano-apertures in a metal film electrode do not risk compromising the shunt resistance of a device with a very thin light harvesting layer, such as in an OPV. Also, unlike metal nanoparticles, metal nano-hole electrodes can support both propagating and localised plasmonic-excitations, which are strongly coupled. 6, 15, 16 20, 21 , although Cu has not received much attention as a plasmon-active material for photovoltaics due to its susceptibility to oxidation in air, which results in the formation of a surface oxide that damps surface plasmonic excitations. 20, 21 However, in recent years there has been considerable progress in the development of ultra-thin surface passivation layers for Cu which offer a means of addressing this problem, 22, 23 and so nano-structured Cu may yet prove useful for light trapping and concentration in OPVs. Herein we demonstrate for the first time a
proof-of-principle that Cu electrodes with a random array of sub-optical wavelength apertures can be used to catch incident light and efficiently transfer that energy to an adjacent organic semiconductor in a model OPV device. Based on these findings we propose the optimal location for such an electrode to maximise its potential benefit in an OPV.
Experimental
Substrate cleaning: Substrate slides of the required dimension (13×13 mm for OPV devices and 26 × 26 mm for electrode characterisation) were cut from a roll of PET (Mitsubishi, Hostaphan GN 125 4600A) and cleaned by rinsing consecutively in deionized water, 2-propanol (IPA) and acetone. The slides were then dried using a stream of nitrogen.
All electrode and device fabrication was carried out in a nitrogen filled glove box with a O 2 level < 1 ppm unless otherwise stated. Evaporation of metals and metal oxides was carried out with a CreaPhys Organic Molecular evaporator co-located in the same glove box. The thickness of deposited layers was monitored using a carefully calibrated quartz-crystal microbalance mounted adjacent to the substrate. All metals were thermally evaporated from tungsten boats. MoO 3 was thermally evaporated using boron nitride crucibles. Chloro-aluminium phthalocyanine (ClAlPc) and C 60 were thermally evaporated from boron nitride crucibles. The working pressure of the evaporator was < 110 -5 mbar.
Deposition of copper:
Cu was deposited by thermal evaporation of Cu pellets at a rate of 2.2 -2.5 Å s -1 to
give a thickness of 11 nm. Notably both sides of the PET sheet were not identical in surface roughness and so AFM imaging was performed in tapping mode using an Asylum Research MFP -3D to determine the smooth side onto which Cu was deposited. were deposited by thermal evaporation. Al was deposited through a shadow mask to give an electrode area of 0.06 cm 2 .
Characterization of OPV devices: Current density-voltage (JV) testing was performed in the dark and under 1 sun simulated solar illumination using a Keithley 2400 source meter and a custom Labview interface using an ABET technologies Sun 2000 Solar Simulator. The intensity was set to 100 mW cm -2 over the AM1.5 solar spectrum. The light source was calibrated using a calibrated silicon diode.
EQE measurements were done using a white light xenon arc lamp (Sciencetech SF150), monochromator (Photon Technology International), focussing and splitting lenses, current-voltage amplifier (Femto DHPCA-100), lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830 DSP) and a custom Labview interface.
Results and Discussion
Cu films with a thickness of 11 nm were deposited onto the transparent plastic substrate polyethylene terephthalate (PET) by thermal evaporation, forming uniform films with a sheet resistance of 11 Ω sq -1 ( Figure 1(a) ). Thermal annealing of these films under high vacuum results in the formation of a random array of irregularly shaped sub-optical wavelength apertures, the number density and size being determined by the annealing time and temperature (Figure 1 (b) ). The glass transition temperature and melting point of PET are 67-81 o C and  220 o C respectively 24 and so annealing increases the crystallinity of the PET substrate, as is evident from the X-ray diffraction data in Figure S2 . However, this change in crystallinity does not change the far-field transparency; Figure S3 , and so the change in the optical properties of the Cu electrode upon annealing result from a change in the Cu film morphology. The optimal annealing conditions were determined by observing aperture formation as a function of annealing temperature using a heated stage mounted inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Supplementary Information Figure S1 ). When the electrodes were heated in vacuum (5×10 shapes formed by annealing Cu films corroborate the conclusion that light is trapped at the surface as a near-field evanescent wave (Figure 2 ). The simulations also show that the intensity distribution across the electrode surface is highly heterogeneous, consistent with the complex interaction between plasmonic excitations associated with different features on the electrode surface. In principle these regions of intense near-field radiation can be used to excite electronic transitions from the HOMO to the LUMO in the organic semiconductor before the surface plasmons dissipate their energy as heat due to ohmic losses in the metal. 25 To The device current-voltage characteristics in the dark and under 1 sun illumination are shown in Figure 3 (a) and Table 1 . It is evident that the short-circuit current density (J sc ) is comparable for devices using Cu electrodes with and without nano-holes, despite the lower far-field transparency of the Cu nanohole electrode, particularly over the wavelength range between 600 -800 nm which coincides with that over which ClAlPc most strongly absorbs ( Fig.1 (c) inset) . This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the light trapped as surface plasmonic excitations in the Cu nano-hole electrode (which results in the reduced transparency for  > 575 nm in the nano-hole electrode) is to a large extent coupled into the adjacent ClAlPc layer, since in the bilayer device architecture the ClAlPc is the only layer within range of the evanescent wave extending from the surface of the nano-hole electrode (Figure 2(c) & (e) ). This conclusion is corroborated by the difference in the shape of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra (Figure 3(b) ) from which it is evident that photons are converted to electrons in the external
circuit more efficiently for devices using the nano-hole electrode for  = 600 -800 nm, which is the same range over which the far-field optical transparency is observed to be reduced. Indeed the EQE is increased by 25% over the wavelength range of 655 -715 nm, which coincides with the wavelength range over which the optical losses in the Cu nano-hole electrode due to inter-band transitions and free electrons damping are at a minimum (Figure 3(c) ) and so surface plasmon resonances will be most intense.
Conversely for  < 575 nm the EQE is reduced in line with the reduction in far-field transparency for devices using the Cu nano-hole electrode. Normalizing the difference in EQE to the transparency (%T) (Figure 3(c) ) show that the onset of enhanced absorption actually occurs very close to the minimum in the optical losses for Cu. Interestingly, devices using a nano-hole electrode also consistently exhibit a higher V oc and FF (Figure 3(a) and Table 1 ). It is evident from Figure 3 (a) that this difference stems from the earlier onset of dark current injection and increased current leakage at revere bias in devices using Cu electrodes without nano-holes. Since Cu is known to diffuse into evaporated MoO 3-x films at room temperature 30,31 it is possible that the former stems from a difference in the energy level alignment at the electrode-ClAlPc interface due to a variation in the extent of n-type doping of the MoO 3-x layer by Cu 30 since the increase in crystallinity upon annealing would be expected to impart increased lattice stability, thereby reducing the thermodynamic drive for Cu diffusion into the neighbouring MoO 3-x layer. To test this hypothesis the crystallinity of the Cu electrodes before and after thermal annealing was probed using grazing angle Xray diffraction films, and the work function of Cu / MoO 3-x (5 nm) bilayer films were measured using the contact potential difference method. It is evident from the X-ray diffraction pattern (Supplementary Information Figure S2 ) that the crystallinity is increased upon annealing because the intensity of the peak corresponding to reflection from the Cu (111) plane is more intense after annealing. The work function of the electrode/MoO 3-x bilayer is also significantly lower for the case in which the Cu electrode was not annealed; typical values were  5.7 eV and  5.1 eV for Cu electrodes with and without nano-holes respectively. Importantly, whilst this difference complicates the interpretation of device J sc , it cannot explain the change in the shape of the EQE spectrum. To test the generality of the findings, OPVs were also fabricated using a bulk-heterojunction based on the narrow band gap polymer PCE10 in conjunction with [6, 6] -phenyl-C 71 -butyric acid methyl ester (PCE10 : PC 70 BM) (100 nm) in place of ClAlPc:C 60 . Importantly in this device structure a smaller proportion of the total photoactive layer thickness is in the region of intense near-field near to the Cu electrode because the PCE10:PC 70 BM is 30% thicker than the ClAlPc:C 60 bilayer, and unlike the ClAlPc:C 60 the PCE10: PC 70 BM absorbs strongly over a broad range of wavelengths, including in the range 450-600 nm where the Cu nano-hole electrode is not plasmon-active. Consequently, the J sc in devices using nano-hole electrodes is lower than that without (Table 2) . However, the EQE in devices To confirm the near-field nature of the light trapping mechanism, the thickness of the MoO 3-x layer was increased from 5 to 15 nm. The key device performance parameters are summarised in Table 2 .
It is evident from Table 2 that the effect of increasing the MoO 3-x layer thickness from 5 to 15 nm is much more pronounced for the device with the nano-hole electrode, which is consistent with the exponential decay of the near-field intensity into the photoactive layer (Figure 2(e) ).
Conclusions
Collectively the findings reported herein provide compelling evidence that light trapped as surface plasmon-resonant excitations in an optically thin Cu electrode with a random array of sub-optical wavelength apertures can be efficiently coupled into an adjacent strongly absorbing organic semiconductor layer before the competing process of thermalisation can occur. This study has focused on demonstration of proof-of-principle in model OPVs, rather than optimisation of device performance.
Based on the findings presented it may prove better to locate an electrode of this type at the back of the device so that the shorter wavelength photons can be substantially absorbed in the organic semiconductor before reaching the Cu electrode, since optical losses in Cu for  < 600 nm are considerable. 
